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FVS Group creates new event for board culture and freestyle:  

“Into the Ride” will open its doors in November 2017 at Martigny. 
 

 

FVS Group, a leader in event management in Valais, is organising a new event 

promoting board culture (board sports) and freestyle: “Into the Ride” will make its 

debut on 3 and 4 November 2017 at Martigny's exhibition centre (Centre 

d’Expositions). This annual event, driven by its eponymous association and a first in 

French-speaking Switzerland, will offer three main themes: “Board Culture”, “Freestyle 

Experience” and “Music”. 

 

This multidisciplinary event is open to all and is a must for board sports enthusiasts 

and neophytes who will have the chance to find out more about this fascinating, 

captivating and inspirational world. 

 

Backed by a committee of dedicated enthusiasts, “Into the Ride” also has the support 

of snowboarder Xavier de Le Rue, a multiple winner of the Freeride World Tour.  

 
 
A space dedicated to Board Culture  
The first area at the exhibition will centre on an exhibition connecting surfing, skating and 
snowboarding through their shared history: board culture. Visitors will have the chance to find 
out more about these disciplines: how they began, evolved and the key events which marked 
their history. 
  
A number of exponents of board culture will also be in attendance. Shapers will make boards 
onsite, present their profession and explain the complexity, characteristics and particularities of 
their art. Moreover, freestyle associations will provide an insight into their actions and activities. 
The sector's brands will also be invited to exhibit their latest products and innovations.  
 
Freestyle experience, a demonstration area 
“Into the ride”, will provide an opportunity to take part in demonstrations of different 
disciplines led by elite athletes showing their skills. The athletes will also share their techniques 
at initiation sessions in a specially converted zone. The visitors, whether they have a 
background in the sport or are simply curious, will learn more and discover how it feels to 
take part in board sports. 
 
Third zone at Into the Ride: the Music 
There is no board culture or freestyle without music. The event will stay true to the freestyle 
culture through its full music programme with live groups and DJs on both evenings in a 
special area on the same site. Films featuring iconic athletes from this thrilling world will also 
be shown in the same area. 
 
“Into the Ride” also offers a prevention aspect and an area for athletes to swap notes with 
partners.  
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Just a few days before starting the 2017 winter season, on an area exceeding 8,000 m2, “Into 
the Ride” will provide a unique and unmissable opportunity for anyone who wants to find out 
more about the different aspects of board culture and even immerse themselves in it. 
 
A passionate committee and first-class ambassador 
If “Into the Ride” relies on the event management and organisational skills plus the 
infrastructure of FVS Group, it will have a wide range of freestyle skills and extensive 
experience to fall back on. 
 
The Association committee is headed by Emilien Rossier, a member of the FVS Group 
committee, and has the following members: Maude Richon, François Burrin, Frédéric Dayer, 
Matt Rouiller and Fabrice Widmer. 
 
“Into the Ride” can also count on Xavier de Le Rue's support and input. A multiple Freeride 
World Tour winner, two-time winner of the “l’Xtreme de Verbier”, and two-time World 
snowboard champion, Xavier de Le Rue is an extraordinary athlete and freeriding icon. “Into 
the Ride” is very fortunate to have Xavier's support for the launch of this major event. 
 
More information is available on intotheride.ch and intotheride.ch/facebook 
 
The logo and assorted images can be accessed here: intotheride.ch/mediakit 
 
 

 
 
 


